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**Description**

We have quite a few projects in our redmine install. If we try to add a new project we get the following error.

ActionView::TemplateError (Mysql::Error): You have an error in your SQL syntax; check the manual that corresponds to your MySQL server version for the right syntax to use near 'OR (projects.status = 1 AND ( versions.sharing = 'system' OR (projects.lft >= A' at line 1: SELECT `versions`.
'id' AS t0_r0, `versions`.
'project_id' AS t0_r1, `versions`.
'name' AS t0_r2, `versions`.
'description' AS t0_r3, `versions`.
'effective_date' AS t0_r4, `versions`.
'created_on' AS t0_r5, `versions`.
'updated_on' AS t0_r6, `versions`.
'wiki_page_title' AS t0_r7, `versions`.
'status' AS t0_r8, `versions`.
'sharing' AS t0_r9, `projects`.
'id' AS t1_r0, `projects`.
'name' AS t1_r1, `projects`.
'description' AS t1_r2, `projects`.
'homepage' AS t1_r3, `projects`.
is_public AS t1_r4, `projects`.
p_parent_id AS t1_r5, `projects`.
't created_on' AS t1_r6, `projects`.
't updat ed_on' AS t1_r7, `projects`.
'identifier' AS t1_r8, `projects`.
'status' AS t1_r9, `projects`.
lft AS t1_r10, `projects`.
'rgt' AS t1_r11 FROM `versions` LEFT OUTER JOIN `projects` ON `projects`.id = `versions`.project_id WHERE (projects.id = OR (projects.status = 1 AND ( versions.sharing = 'system' OR (projects.lft >= AND projects.rgt <= AND versions.sharing = 'tree') OR (projects.lft < AND projects.rgt > AND versions.sharing IN ( hierarchy, 'descendants' ))) OR (projects.lft > AND projects.rgt < AND versions.sharing = 'hierarchy')) ) on line #21 of app/views/projects/_form.html.erb:

18: <%= wikitoolbar_for 'project_description' %>
19: 20: <%= @project.custom_field_values.each do |value| %>
21: <% if custom_field_tag_with_label :project, value %>
22: <% end %>
23: <% call_hook(:view_projects_form, :project => @project, :form => f) %>
24: </div>
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Associated revisions
Revision 8865 - 2012-02-13 19:57 - Jean-Philippe Lang

Fixed: error when creating a project with a version format custom field (#10218).

History
#1 - 2012-02-13 16:20 - Jörn Allmers

It seems as if the error is related to Custom Fields for the projects.
After we deleted a custom field (data type version) the error does not occur anymore.

#2 - 2012-02-13 19:59 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Subject changed from Creation of new projects to Error when creating a project with a version custom field
- Category changed from Database to Custom fields
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- Assignee set to Jean-Philippe Lang
- Target version set to 1.3.2
- Resolution set to Fixed
Fixed in r8865. Thanks for pointing this out.

#3 - 2012-03-05 14:04 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

Merged.